
 

 

FEATURED IN THIS EDITION: 

FINDINGS FROM THE 2021 RDNO SOLID WASTE QUANTITIES REPORT 

INCREASING DIVERSION FROM THE LANDFILL

 
 

The amount of materials 
being diverted from 
landfills increased in 2021. 
More than half of the 
materials accepted at 
RDNO DDFs were 
separated divertible 
materials that were utilized 
onsite, composted or 
recycled. Some materials 
were utilized onsite to 
reduce the need for 
materials being purchased 
for site maintenance. One 
example is using 
crushable materials such 
as concrete and asphalt to 
maintain roads and tipping 
pads onsite. 
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Yard & Garden Waste makes up over 30% of materials diverted and is used to produce RDNO-Gro 
Compost. Residents can access this compost for free to benefit their gardens, as it helps improve soil 
moisture and nutrient holding capacity in addition to being an effective surface mulch that controls weeds 
and protects plant roots from extreme temperatures.  

Recycling is an activity that requires materials to be shipped offsite to recycling markets where they can 
be sorted, further bailed and manufactured into new products. Metal items, including major appliances 
are a major part of materials collected for recycling at RDNO DDFs. Unlike less durable materials such 
as plastic and paper that can only be recycled a limited number of times, metal can be recycled over and 
over again. In fact, steel is the most recycled material on the planet! 

The dedicated and important work of privately operated recycling depots, participating retailers and 
provincially mandated Extended Producer Responsibility Programs (EPR) are also making a substantial 
impact in waste reduction. In 2021, EPR programs (as reported up to July 2022) collected, from within 
the RDNO, over 9,545 tonnes (102 kilograms per capita) of solid products and over 1,327,148 litres 
(almost 15 litres per capita) of liquid products for recycling or responsible end of life management. These 
programs covered a wide range of products including; packaging and paper products (curbside and depot 
collection), electronics, as well as select household chemicals and automotive products. The largest 
tonnage of materials collected in these programs from within the RDNO were as follows: 

• Recycle BC Curbside and Depot for packaging and paper products (4,395 tonnes collected, 
47.0 kg/person) 

• Return-it Beverage Containers (2,168 tonnes collected, 23.2 kg/person) 
• Tire Stewardship BC (1,659 tonnes collected, 17.8 kg/person) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many household chemicals are not accepted under provincial EPR programs and the RDNO is filling that 
gap. In 2021 over 70,000 litres of contained household hazardous waste was accepted at the RDNO 
Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) Program operated at Interior Freight & Bottle Depot. This program 
helps to protect our waterways as well as the health of people, plants, and animals by providing a 
responsible disposal option for unwanted household hazardous products. Unfortunately these products 
are not funded by industry through a mandated provincial EPR program and this program represents a 
significant cost to the RDNO. RDNO staff along with other local governments have advocated for an 

Excerpt from BC Recycles Pamphlet: Total amounts of materials recovered each year in BC. 



 

 

expansion of HHW products to be covered by EPR and it is encouraging to see planned actions in this 
area in the provinces EPR Five-Year Action Plan.  

COVID IMPACTS ON 2021 LANDFILL WASTE

 
Almost 50,000 tonnes of waste was landfilled at RDNO Diversion & Disposal Facilities (DDFs) in 2021. 
This averages out to 533kg per RDNO resident over the year which is a 34kg increase from the previous 
year. The increase was largely attributed to changes in activity resulting from COVID-19. For instance, 
with people spending more time at home during the pandemic, there was an increase in household and 
garage cleanups as well as online shopping activity, which created more waste. Also, there was a notable 
increase in construction activity in the region which is supported by the fact that there was a 49% increase 
in mixed Construction & Demolition Waste compared to the previous year. Similar increases in the 
amount of waste generated per person were also observed in other regional districts in BC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 2021 Solid Waste Quantities Report and RDNO Solid Waste Management Plan can be found on the 
Solid Waste Planning & Reports Page at: www.rdno.ca/rdno-services/solid-waste-management/solid-
waste-planning-reports.   
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https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/environment/waste-management/recycling/recycle/extended_producer_five_year_action_plan.pdf
http://www.rdno.ca/rdno-services/solid-waste-management/solid-waste-planning-reports
http://www.rdno.ca/rdno-services/solid-waste-management/solid-waste-planning-reports


 

 

COMMERCIAL FOOD WASTE REGULATION  

BYLAW IMPLEMENTATION STARTS JULY 1ST

 
Keeping organics out of our landfills is a part of RDNO solid 
waste management planning that can help our region reach 
its waste reduction goals. Food waste has been found to be 
the largest component of waste in the commercial sector and 
represents one of our greatest opportunities for making 
significant reductions in waste generated in our region.  

Food waste is a significant cost to our economy and 
environment. More than half of all the food produced in 
Canada is lost or wasted. Retail food stores and food service 
in BC lose an estimated $1.3 billion worth of food per year, 
57% more than the estimated profit of those sectors. This loss is not a benefit to anyone and it taxes our 
communities socially, economically and environmentally. Also, if all the food wasted in the world was 
produced by a single country, it would be the third largest carbon emitter after China and the USA. 
Further, when edible food is wasted, all the resources that went into producing that food (including water, 
land cleared, fertilizer, labour and fuel) are also wasted. 

On July 1st the RDNO Solid Waste Management Bylaw 
was amended to make Commercial Food Waste a 
Regulated Material. This means that loads containing 
Commercial Food Waste will be subject to higher disposal 
fees at RDNO Diversion & Disposal Facilities. This 
amendment is intended to encourage businesses to keep 
food waste out of the garbage.  

The first six months, after this bylaw comes into effect, will 
be an education and implementation period to allow 
businesses to adapt. The initial enforcement of the 
regulation is planned to commence starting January 1, 
2023 and will focus on loads found to contain primarily 
food waste from large grocers and food processors. After 
the first year, further enforcement to other sectors of the 
food service industry will be considered (i.e. restaurants). 

The ultimate goal is to have all businesses keep food waste out of the garbage. 

Many organizations in the North Okanagan are already leading the way with successful programs to keep 
food waste out of garbage. Retail food stores and businesses can play a critical role in supporting the 
sustainability of the North Okanagan by implementing programs that help avoid food waste in the first 
place and make optimal use of surplus quality food. Resources including comprehensive and condensed 
guides developed from industry-tested ideas and solutions, and food donation guidelines can be found 
at www.rdno.ca/commercial-food-waste. 

file://nord/rdno/RDNO/4700-5199%20COMMUNITY%20SRVCS/4700_General/06_Communications/ENewsLetters/Solid_Waste/www.rdno.ca/commercial-food-waste


 

 

 

 

LOCAL STUDENTS TOUR GREATER VERNON DDF 

STUDENTS LEARN THERE IS A LOT TO A DDF

 

During the spring of 2022 six (6) high 
school classes with a total of over 120 
local students were given tours of the 
Greater Vernon DDF. They learned 
about the waste diversion, environmental 
and landfilling activities that occur onsite 
and that there is a lot more to a DDF than 
just being a place to dump garbage. 

Students were shown numerous waste 
diversion activities onsite. This included 
an overview of how yard and garden 
waste is collected, processed and made 
into compost available to the public. 
Other tour highlights included viewing the 
stockpiles of recyclables including major appliances, propane tanks, and scrap metal. They also learned 
how various construction materials such as wood and concrete are utilized onsite.  

A major goal of the tours was to emphasize that there are impacts to the waste we generate. First of all, 
that there is no “throwing away”, waste ends up somewhere and it will be here long after we are gone. 
Also, there are environmental considerations at landfills such as the management of landfill gas, which 
results from landfilling of organic materials such as food and yard waste, as well as the need to manage 
the garbage juice (called leachate) that runs through landfilled waste. Finally, it was highlighted that there 
are even further reaching impacts to our waste than landfills, such as all the impacts from extracting 
resources to produce the items we waste. For instance land cleared and water used to grow wasted food, 
as well as fuel and electricity to harvest, transport and store wasted food.  



 

 

RDNO staff recognize the importance of having younger generations be more aware of the impacts of 
waste we generate and the resources we consume. We hope learning more about RDNO DDFs will 
encourage them to consider how their daily choices can add up to make a difference. Also, there is a 
wide scope of careers in the dynamic field of waste management, so perhaps some students may 
consider a rewarding career in the field. Other students may become innovative entrepreneurs in the 
growing circular economy which is working to innovate a more sustainable future for our communities, 
both locally and globally. For student tour inquiries please email us at solidwaste@rdno.ca.

  

RDNO-Gro Compost being screened for large debris at Greater Vernon DDF. 

mailto:solidwaste@rdno.ca


 

 

MAGNETIC SWEEPER ON PATROL  

RECOVERING METAL AND PREVENTING PUNCTURES

 
Metal is one of the most recyclable materials. However at Diversion & Disposal Facilities small metal 
pieces such as screws and nails can also be a tire puncture hazard for vehicles on our roadways. Enter 
“Caiman” the new magnetic sweeper to save the day! On your next trip to a DDF you may find Caiman 
making the rounds. Please be patient behind him and give him space to do his work. Your tires will thank 
you! 
 

 

Also, to help avoid the risk of metal debris on our roads, please be sure to safely remove loose sharp 
objects like nails and screws from your construction debris. If you are not able to reuse these items, a 
great way to collect them is to put them in a tin can. Flatten the can and bring it to a DDF and place it in 
the scrap metal bin, so these metals can be easily contained and collected for recycling. 
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